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Institute for advanced materials & manufacturing




Advancing our understanding of materials and facilitating the translation of new knowledge into solutions, products, and services that benefit our global society

























[image: A black man works with a nano scale mechanical testing system integrated in a Scanning Electron Microscope inside an IAMM lab.]






[image: A white woman in a white lab coat and safety glasses holds up a black piece of material in front of a large, orange-colored machine. ]
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Preparing future generations




Training innovators and entrepreneurs for the universities and industries of the future












Putting Ideas To Work




Collaborating across disciplines to advance fundamental and translational research








[image: Icon of an orange building with Smokey gray accents.]











[image: Icon of an orange plant with a plug-in growing from its root.]







Powering the economy




Place-based innovation and partnerships for economic and community growth

















[image: A close up of a person's hand in a blue latex glove holding a tiny filament of wire connected to a metal machine with colorful wires protruding from it. ]
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[image: A close up view of a shiny plate of silver aluminum with machined ridges is probed from above by a small, thin, black sensor with a pink ball on the end. ]



Advanced Manufacturing
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Advanced Materials







[image: Two men in safety glasses, black gloves, and full, white protective body suits inspect a plate of transparent material in a lab. The image is tinted orange. ]Post-Doctoral Researcher Amine Benkechkache and student Lance Drouet conduct research in a class 100 clean room at the Mirco-Processing Research Facility housed within UT’s new Institute for Advanced Materials and Manufacturing located at Cherokee Farm on April 05, 2022. Photo by Steven Bridges/University of Tennessee



Materials for Extremes







[image: Several test tubes containing various colored liquids lined up. The image has a pink tone.]William Henkin, wearing a VW shirt, works with tensile testing of glass fiber reinforced polymeric (GFRP) composites in a lab inside the Science & Engineering Building SERF 104 105 on December 02, 2022. Photo by Steven Bridges/University of Tennessee.



Polymer Science







[image: Two people, a white man and an Indian woman, collaborate behind a glass board, writing physics equations and diagrams on the glass. ]Adrian Del Maestro discusses formulas with a student on his office window int he IAMM building on April 01, 2022. Photo by Steven Bridges/University of Tennessee



Quantum Materials












World-Class Faculty






Faculty at the institute are leaders in their fields, advancing our fundamental understanding of matter and designing and engineering solutions for industry and other partners.





Meet Our Faculty





















[image: A female professor with a brown shirt in the background looks inside a chemical hood as a male student in a labcoat in the foreground works inside the glass hood. Bottles of liquids are inside the hood. ]































Centers of Excellence






Through a number of centers of excellence, IAMM unites faculty, staff, and students with external collaborators to drive forward cutting-edge research and enriching educational experiences.





View IAMM’s CEnters of Excellence





















[image: A microscopic view of concrete showing stripes of blues, greens, and reds with dobs of black holes throughout the piece.]
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[image: Two hands hold a 3D-printed materials sample in front of a monitor displaying the sample during testing.]

UT Research Breaking Records, Growing Impact in Tennessee and Beyond


January 31, 2024


In 2023, UT research broke university records for both research expenditures and sponsored project proposals for the second year in a row.
Read this story



	
[image: Fireworks launch from Ayres Hall on Torch Night.]

2023 Wrapped: A Banner Year


December 21, 2023


From record student retention to unprecedented growth in research and academic partnerships, from millions of viewers tuning in to watch Big Orange sports to Volunteers leading the way in service and leadership, 2023 embodied the very best of what it means to be a Vol.
Read this story



	
[image: Several UT team members hold a championship trophy in the air.]

UT Hosts, Wins Back-to-Back SEC Machining Competitions


November 9, 2023


A team of UT students won first place at the second annual SEC Machining Competition. They competed against teams from other SEC universities to create a component of an oscillating piston air engine, demonstrating their expertise operating advanced manufacturing machines.
Read this story
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Research Areas

Advanced Materials,

Advanced Manufacturing,

Materials for Extremes,

Polymer Science, &

Quantum Materials


UT Research supports five gateways defining the university’s strategic priorities—the Institute for Advanced Materials and Manufacturing is one of them. Find out about the other four gateways here.
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